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Kedar Dome on Ski

(Plates 11-13 andfronteover)

Eyes closed, I recline against a slab of granite, warmed by the sun. Mainly
I am conscious of sounds, the distant roar of a glacial river, the chirrup

ing of orange-billed choughs, the sighing of wind in the grass just above my
sheltered hollow, the buzz of a fly close to my ear. It is very peaceful and I
feel utterly relaxed after the exertions of the last few days.

Opening my eyes, the broad plain of Tapovan, place of meditation, is a
study in greys and browns. At the tail end of winter, the snow has gone but
the grass has not yet begun to grow. Enclosed on two sides by moraine
walls hundreds of feet high, it is dominated on the third by the magnificent
up-thrust of rock and ice which forms one of the world's great mountains
Shivling, or Shiva's Lingam. Specks of vivid colour in the landscape reveal
the presence of two very different cultures to each of which this is a special
place. Most prominent are the climbers' encampments, the yellow, blue
and purple tents of three small·expeditions from France, Switzerland and
Germany, attempting routes on the Shivling and the Bhagirathi peaks. Less
obvious but equally distinctive are yellow and red flags fluttering from poles
dotted about the hillsides and the saffron robes of sadhus sitting cross-legged
or squatting on their haunches outside stone-walled shelters. For some this
is the end of a long journey on foot from the plains of India, although it
must be said that most use public transport where it is available. They follow
the sacred river Ganges up to the ancient temple at Gangotri and on to the
Cow's Mouth at Gaumukh, where the Bhagirathi river, one of the sources
of Mother Ganga, flows from the glacier's snout. For most pilgrims, and
this includes throngs of ordinary Indians, not just holy men, this is far
enough. They bathe briefly in the river and sip its water, and return with
aching heads to lower altitudes. Every year a few venture too near and are
killed when blocks of ice break away suddenly or boulders slide down on
top of them. A few pilgrims, however, leave Gaumukh below and press on
over the jumbled rocks and dirty ice of the glacier and up a final steep
three-hundred-foot moraine to arrive at Tapovan, an oasis of tranquillity in
a restless, elemental mountain world.

A group of us from the Eagle Ski Club are camped out of sight at the
other end of Tapovan. We hope to make a ski ascent of Kedar Dome
(6831m), but our first attempt on the summit has ground to a halt in a
metre of exhausting and potentially dangerous new snow, and the four of
us in the lA: Team have returned to Base Camp to recuperate. As its name
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11. On the lower slopes of Kedar Dome (6831 m) during a ski ascent at around 5000m,
with the twin summits of Shivling behind. (Rob Col/ister) (p92)
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suggests, the snowy northern slopes of the mountain are at an ideal angle
for skiing, mostly 200 -300 with the odd steeper section, but it is heavily
glaciated. Serac walls and bands of large crevasses ensure that one cannot
roam at will but must weave about to find and follow the best line. The
peak is out of sight from Tapovan. The base of it, where we have left our
skis and ski boots, is a full day's journey away. At first the walking is
delightful, over grass and stable scree. A detour onto the Gangotri glacier
to avoid some cliffs is less pleasant, a prolonged balancing act over unstable
boulders; then a moraine crest leads to a grassy ablation valley where wild
goats browse beneath the towering crags. Finally, the route crosses the Khati
Barak side glacier, every day's melt under the hot May sun stripping away
more of the snow to reveal bare ice embedded with stones. There, at the
foot of Kedar Dome, at 4800 metres, we can at last use our skis. It is a
journey we come to know well during out three-week stay. It is not always
pleasurable, especially at first. Shoulders ache and chests heave, prompting
muttering in the ranks about high-altitude porters, or rather the lack of
them. At least the process makes us fitter and stronger and allows us to
acclimatise.

Things become harder above the snow-line where the heat of the high
May sun and the glare of light reflected off the snow are unbelievably
enervating. 'Glacier lassitude' the old-timers used to call it. White shirts
and white sun hats help but even by nine in the morning it is becoming
noticeable, so early starts are de rigeur. Usually, we find ourselves pitching
camp or dumping loads by midday, unable to take anymore, leaving the
afternoons to melt snow for endless cups of tea.

But it is not all a summit-oriented slog. There are moments of startling
beauty, especially in the cool of dawn and dusk. The snowfields of Kedar
Dome glowing pink far above us, or Shivling from a high camp, twin-headed
from this angle, like some gigantic fish diving into a sea of boiling cloud,
prompt me, for one, to think only of the privilege of being there. There are
moments of intimacy when tent companions reminisce of home, disclose
some of their hopes and fears, or merely fantasise about food. And then
there is the skiing. The reward for several ascents from 4800 to 5800 metres
is a wonderful spring-snow descent every time, an effortless swoop back
down the slopes we have just toiled up so painfully. Almost as enjoyable is
the sight of Nick Parks tightly linking his telemark turns, a broad grin
splitting his bearded, sun-burned face.

In the Himalaya, what ultimately decides success or failure is not skill,
determination or equipment, but the weather, and so far we have been
blessed with near-perfect conditions. Only on a couple of nights have we
been kept awake by the rattling and shaking of the tent in strong winds
interspersed by ominous silences which mean not that the weather has
improved, but that we are being quietly buried by snow. Unfortunately, this
one break in the weather precedes our summit attempt and we retreat from
6300 metres, sinking in up to our thighs as soon as we unwisely take our



12. The easy-angled slopes of Kedar Dome make it ideal for skis. The route of ascent and descent
takes a line from right to left. (Rob Col/ister) (P92)

13. Skiing on Kedar Dome at 6200m with the Gangotri Glacier below.
(Rob Col/ister) (P92)
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skis off. Leaving the tents at 5800 metres for the next team, led by Nick, to
use on their attempt, we descend to Base Camp to lick our wounds and
gird up our loins for a second go.

In the event, the others are unsuccessful too, and when we head back up
the mountain, there are only three of us: Neil Lang, keen, lean and in his
late twenties, taking most things in his stride, uphill and down; Robert Sykes,
a pensioner who claims that it is his garden in the Lake District that keeps
him so extraordinarily fit; and myself, leader and instigator of the trip which
is commemorating the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Eagle Ski Club.
Acclimatised and familiar with the route, we travel from Base Camp to our
top camp in a day. Above, the snow has settled and consolidated in our
absence, but to be on the safe side we move up next day and pitch a tent
under a small serac at 6400 metres. We are gambling that the weather will
hold and that evening we watch anxiously as swirling cloud fiJ.ls the vaJ.leys
below. But we are in luck and it comes to nothing.

Three squeezed into a tent desigiled for two may sound cosy, but it does
not make for a comfortable night and we have rehydrated too weJ.l for own
good. Before dawn we are aJ.l awake and keen to be moving. We brew up,
force down some muesli and crawl outside into the starlit night. It is bitter
ly cold and beards quickly clot with ice. Cramming inner boots into stiff
plastic sheJ.ls is even more of a struggle than usual. Putting on harnesses,
tying onto the rope and fitting skins to skis we fumble in warm but bulky
over-mitts, not needed up to now, and it is light by the time we are ready.
Once moving, we gain height steadily and soon we meet the sun, which
casts our shadows hugely across the snow. Skirting a band of crevasses and
sometimes zigzagging tightly to avoid areas where wind-slab has accumu
lated, we arrive on a ridge where the snow has been hardened and eroded
by wind into sastrugi, breaking waves and free-standing plinths of snow,
horrible to ski, even uphill. Pausing briefly to fit Harscheisen (ski crampons)
to our skis, we find ourselves, much sooner that expected and less than two
hours after leaving the tent, on the summit of Kedar Dome. It has aJ.l been
straightforward and might almost be an anti-climax. But it isn't. The won
derful clarity of the early-morning light and the countless peaks of Garhwal
and Tibet protruding from a sea of cloud make sure of that. Nevertheless,
it is too cold for contemplation. We gaze around, only half-believing that
we are really there, but saving congratulations for later when we are safely
off the mountain. Then we strip skins from our skis and point them down
hill for the long, long descent back to Base Camp. Fresh food, hot water,
spring flowers and lazy contentment await. But first, there is 2000 metres
of skiing...

Two days later, Nick and the others also reach the summit and we clear the
mountain of our equipment. In less than a week we are back home.
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'After a final traverse of fifteen metres I clambered
on to the crowning point of Nilkanth. I yelled my
delight to the skies, then simultaneously belayed
and filmed Andy, John and Jonathan as they
climbed to join me. Behind the backslaps and
handshakes, I shed a few tears of joy and relief.'

Martin Moran's account of the first ascent of
Nilkanth in this year's Alpine Journal captures
the true joy of exploratory mountaineering. In
an age of sponsorship and press conferences,
it is encouraging that there are still so many
expeditions of dedicated amateurs exploring
the remoter mountains of the world.

Also included in this year's Alpine Journal is a
wealth of exploration which illustrates that there
will be plenty of new mountains to climb for
years to come. Tamotsu Nakamura reports
from eastern Tibet and there are accounts of
the second ascent of The Ogre and new
routing by British climbers John and Ann Arran
in Venezuela.

The rich culture of mountaineering is also well
represented, with articles on the first ascent of
Pik Stalin, the history of the Alpine Climbing
Group and the struggle to have mountains
included at the 1992 Rio environmental confer
ence. Alan Blackshaw, current President of the
Alpine Club, also calls for access to nature to
be considered a fundamental human right.
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If you are climbing regularly in the Alps
or the Greater Ranges, why not join the
Alpine Club?
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• informal evenings
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• reduced rates for Alpine Club Symposia
• an annual Alpine meet
• reduced rates in huts
• meets in the Greater Ranges

Full details of membership can be obtained
from: The Alpine Club, 55 Charlotte Road
London EC2A 3QF. Tel: 020 7613 0755
Emai/: sec@alpine-club.org.uk

Visit our website at www.alpine-club.org.uk.
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The main summit of Shivling (6543m)
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